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Organising Committee

Janette Ellis
Janette is the Principal of generatED – Education Consultancy specialising in innovation and
creativity. She focuses on New Learning and New Thinking theory and skills development.
Janette started developing her professional portfolio with women@thecutting edge and has
since been involved in supporting teachers to develop digital portfolios for professional
learning and demonstrating professional standards. She is currently working with the
Department of Education and Training to develop digital portfolios for student learning
within the context of the Victorian Essential Learning Standards.

Elizabeth Hartnell-Young
Dr Elizabeth Hartnell-Young is the co-author of Digital Portfolios: Powerful Tools for
Professional Growth and Reflection (second edition), which will be launched at the
conference. She is currently a research fellow at the University of Nottingham, after
several years with The University of Melbourne. She has been actively involved with
ePorfolio projects and conferences in Australia and overseas, and was a founder of
women@the cutting edge, a project designed to increase technical skills and knowledge of
learning through portfolio development, funded by AT&T.

Paul Fritze
Dr Paul Fritze of The University of Melbourne will run the pre-conference online workshop,
following the format of the very successful workshop prior to the 2004 Conference. His
interests lie in educational information systems research, providing an opportunity to
connect with teachers and students and better understand workplace issues. This includes
communities of practice, online architectures to support innovation in teaching and
methods for visual representation of complex data.

European Institute for eLearning:
Serge Ravet & Maureen Layte
www.eife-l.org

Since the first ePortfolio conference in France in 2003, Serge and
Maureen have organised several conferences in Europe, North
America and Australasia, as well as working on ePortfolio and
eLearning projects.
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